Sympathizers To Rally Around Struik's Defense
Committee Again Denies Recent Charges; Enlists Financial Aid
A defense committee has been set up by friends and sympathizers of Dirk J. Struik, now suspended. Struik's previous denials of these charges have already failed. This statement, however, says, "Those who know Professor Struik, either in his position as the head of a department of mathematics, or as a citizen, have complete confidence in his integrity and in the soundness of his judgment. We believe that these charges are without foundation."

Charges Intensified
In the absence of specific charges, however, the administration has called a special meeting of the general principles of the University and has decided to intensify the charges. This has not been accompanied by the presentation of any evidence. The charges are essentially political, economic, and social views.

Contributions for Struik's defense have been made by all over the country. The university has already received an offer of $100,000 from the federal government. The students, however, have failed to respond. The professor is sure he will have to rely on the money he has collected to defend himself.

Defense Statement
The statement is to be continued on Page 1

Potential Buck Rogers' Swoop Through Futuristic Escapes

By ED RIGEL
Technology is a fairly well-known science-fiction theme, but it is still quite popular. The author has put us even in the public eye. The buck Rogers was both national magazines and local newspapers of the Buck Rogers.

Everyone has probably read the article in the Saturday Evening Post concerning our glorious inter-continental invention over what was said about our "brightest and superfright," the Buck Rogers. The Buck Rogers is a very high-speed airship, and the reaction seemed to be, "Is that what we are building?"

"Yes, several of the "buck" are apparently building it. This article, decided to show the world in general, and Brooklyn in particular, what the Buck Rogers was all about. The aircraft was very large, and it was equipped with a number of various weapons. It's demerit is the fact that in the grand experiment, ram same thing like this: A man stood waiting for a bus on a street corner. The bus announced for a stop in front of him, and two things wearing gas-masks jumped to the ground and took the man's pocketbook and his briefcase full of money in a cloud of white gas. After he had been rendered unconscious by the gas, the masked men picked him up and threw him into their car and drove off in the direction of Kansas City.

The police have been looking for the people who did it. They are expected to be in the neighborhood of Kansas City. The police have been on the lookout for the people who did it. They are expected to be in the neighborhood of Kansas City. The police have been looking for the people who did it. They are expected to be in the neighborhood of Kansas City.

Late Story: Red Feather
To Get Some TCA Funds
Ten percent of all funds collected in its forthcoming fund drive will be turned over to the Red Feather Campaign, the TCA announced last night. At the same time, the TCA also requested that any institute living group co-sponsor the drive. Considerable opposition was voiced at the last meeting. The Inter-Fraternity Council also cooperated by having groups to solicit on the campus while the TCA was requesting funds at the same time.

Bertrand Russell Speaks Of Mankind and Politics
L.S.C. Presents Lecture By British Philosopher in 10:25 On Friday
By GORDON EDLIN
Professor Russell, one of the world's most extravagant individualists, has left little territory untrampled by his prying intellect. Starting out with an axiomatic enthusiasm for mathematics, Russell soon discovered that only the most abstract of the sciences exclude spatial and temporal concepts. The product of his attempt to expel them is a book that is, not mathematics but a mathematical logic, which appeared in 1906, and which has since developed into the science of mathematics. His most significant achievement in fifty odd years of writing is the "Principia Mathematica," which was written in conjunction with Professor A. N. Whitehead.

Mathematical Logic
Russell, one of the world's most extravagant individualists, has left little territory untrampled by his prying intellect. Starting out with an axiomatic enthusiasm for mathematics, Russell soon discovered that only the most abstract of the sciences exclude spatial and temporal concepts. The product of his attempt to expel them is a book that is, not mathematics but a mathematical logic, which appeared in 1906, and which has since developed into the science of mathematics. His most significant achievement in fifty odd years of writing is the "Principia Mathematica," which was written in conjunction with Professor A. N. Whitehead.

Russell has never compromised his beliefs with necessity and as a result has always been the recipient of criticism, praise, and sometimes humorous insight. Having always been a proponent of individualism and free expression, he has frequently warned against the dangers of the "necessity" in the life of the future, which he has found to be a nuisance.

Some TCA Official
Funds To Be Withheld
While the TCA was requesting funds for a new building for the TCA, the TCA was requested funds for a new building. Unfortunately, the TCA was not able to meet the requirements of the TCA's fund drive. As a result, the TCA was not able to receive any funds from the TCA.
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS

OCTOBER 24 TO OCTOBER 30, 1951

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 24

Nautical Association, Harvard College and the Rhode Island State, Fisher Academic and SUP. Freshmen. Sailing Pavilion, 7:15 p.m.

Wayne State University. Match with Utah. Briggs Field, 3:00 p.m.

Military Science Department. Seminar for advanced course ROTC students. Emma Rogers Room, 4:00 p.m.

Electrical Engineering Department. Colloquium: "High-energy Radiation." Professor John G. Trump. Room 6-120, 4:30 p.m.

Architectural Engineering Department. Colloquium: "Atmospheric Diffusion." Professor Tobey. Room 53E, 4:00 p.m.

Mechanical Engineering Department. Coffee Party for Senior Class. Emma Rogers Room, 4:00-6:00 p.m.

Aeronautical Engineering Department. Seminar: "Bird Flight and Migration." Dr. Sidney Patzer, Children's Medical Center. Boston. Room 10-175, 4:15 p.m.

Physics Department. Colloquium: "Luminosity of the Radiation of the Sun." Professor A. Scholle, Physikalisch-Technische Reichsanstalt, Berlin. Room 6-126, 4:15 p.m.

Lecture Series Committee. Film: "Zane Grey." Room 10-259, 5:10, 7:30 and 9:30 p.m. Admission 30 cents.

Technology Christian Association, Y.C.A. Drive Dinner, Campus Community Center. Graduate House, 6:00 p.m.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 25

Cross Country Meet, M.I.T. vs. University of New Hampshire at Franklin Park, 1:30-2:30 p.m.

Aeronautical Engineering Department. Seminar: "Bird Flight and Migration." Professor K. Clausen, Room 33-241, 4:00 p.m. Coffee from 3:30 to 4:10 p.m. in the duPont Room.

Medical Science Department. Seminar: "The Effect of Pressure Waves in Liquids on Metals." Professor Daniel B. Streater, Jr. Room 3-235, 4:00 p.m. Coffee from 3:30 to 4:00 p.m. in Room 3-915.

Physics Department. Colloquium: "Assemblies outside the Building 36." Professor J. H. Van Vleck, Princeton. Room 3-168, 4:15 p.m. All pledges and members must attend.

American Society of Civil Engineers. Chapter. Study of the Reynolds Number of Mud Extracts. 3:15 Club Room, Walker Memorial, 5:30 p.m.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 26

Nautical Association. Freshman Championship, Sailing Pavilion, 1:00 p.m.

Freshman and Varsity Teams, Match with Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute at Troy, New York, 3:00 p.m.

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 27

Nautical Association. Freshman Championship. Sailing Pavilion, 10:00 a.m.

MONDAY, OCTOBER 28

Architecture Department. Lecture: "New Towns in Great Britain." Anthony Missigio, British archtect, Emerson Room, 4:00 p.m.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 29

Varsity Soccer Team. Match with Harvard at Yard, 3:30 p.m.

Freshman Soccer Team. Match with Harvard. Briggs Field, 5:30 p.m.


Architecture Department. Lecture: "New Towns in Great Britain." Professor Charles Blake. Room 33-319, 4:00 p.m. Coffee from 3:00 to 3:30 p.m. Admission 30 cents.

FRIEDAY, OCTOBER 30
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THURSDAY, OCTOBER 24

THE TECH

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Dear Sir:
The three new Bulletin Boards seem to have been unanimously accepted as a welcome change in the campus atmosphere. While it is a slight amount of doubt as to their legal use . . .

The present rules state that "one poster per event, one space on a two-week period.", Some Institute Community Members are still not sure whether or not the statement should read "one poster per event, two spaces on a two-week period."

To start as a noticeable top, we suggest that the time for posting is approximately 4:00 p.m. It certainly encompasses a few down activities and has many events scheduled in any one week. Would it be fair to restrict them to one poster per event?

Pinning to a smaller and yet highly important organization, I find that the Outing Club has several events planned for each weekend. The Religious Organizations usually divide their programs into Services, Picnics, Canoeing, and General Meetings.

How can one poster adequately advertise more than one of these events?

Does one poster-per-organization idea not obey the purpose of the other event? At Tech, the answer is yes.

Of course, at the other end of the scale there are the one-month activities such as the . . .
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Richard's Cup To Be Given Winner Of Inter Class Crew

by BOY KAPLOW

The annual interclass crew race will be revived next month after a lapse of eleven years. On Saturday, November 11, the crews representing the senior, junior, sophomore, and freshman classes will compete in a mile race on the Charles for the George Henry Richards Interclass Rowing Challenge Cup.

Technology Cross-Country Team Takes Second Straight; Smothers Holy Cross; 46-15

by ROBERT BUDDITT

Technology's power laden cross-country team breezed to its second straight victory this season last Friday afternoon at Franklin Park, overwhelming a weak Holy Cross squad, 46-15.

Competing for Oscar Hedlund's runners for the first time this season, Coach Williams, Hugh Ridley, and John Camp placed eleventh, twentieth, and fourteenth in the order of finish.

State New Hampshire

This Friday afternoon both the Tech varsity and Frosh will take on teams from the University of New Hampshire at Franklin Park at 2:30 PM. So far this season, the New Hampshire varsity squad has bowed to Northeastern by one point and was beaten by a very strong Boston University team.

M.I.T.-Harvard 6-0

Tech won its 6-0 victory over Harvard in Sunday afternoon's Rugby game, on Belknap Field, to the surprise of about 200 spectators. The touchdowns were scored by Gene Franklin and Tom Hoffman.

GOOSENECK DESK LAMPS $1.98
U.S.A. OR U.S.N. STYLE KHAKI OR GREY CHINO PANTS $2.98

COMPLETE LINE OF CAMPING AND SPORTING EQUIPMENT AT LOWEST PRICES

HEAVY DUTY HIKING SHOES $6.50

VISIT OUR NEW AUTO ACCESSORY DEPARTMENT FOR ALL YOUR AUTO NEEDS

ANTI-FREEZE REG. $1.50 8.88 GAL.

CENTRAL WAR SURPLUS 4 PROSPECT ST. AND 433 MASS. AVE. IN CENTRAL SQ. TB 6-8312

Campus Interviews on Cigarette Tests

No. 25
THE SEA HORSE

Well... That's a sea horse of a different color!

This little gee-gee was all at sea. It was enough to upset his equine-inanity. He'd be reading about those rum-bash cigarette tests — the quick sniff, the fast puff, "Hardly the scientific approach," he said in his confusion.

But then he realized that one test is an equine of a different pigmentation — a thorough, conclusive test of cigarette mildness.

It's the sensible test ... the 30-Day Camel Mildness Test, which simply asks you to try Camel as your steady smoke — a day-after-day basis. No snap judgments! Once you've tried Camel for 30 days in your "T-Zone" (T for Toast, T for Taste), you'll see why...

After all the Mildness Tests, Camel leads all other brands by billions.
Technology Sailors Lose Wood Regatta

Technology sailors, losing an early lead because of two disqualifications in division B, finished second to a Coast Guard team whose consistent sailed past them the Jack Wood Trophy. The Jack Wood Trophy, a semi-open event raced annually on the Thames, is held in honor of Jack Wood, the present sailing Master at M.I.T., who was responsible for building the sailing facilities at the Coast Guard Academy while he was stationed there during the past war. Dartmouth finished third overall for fourth place Harvard, last year’s winner of this trophy. The final scores for each team are: (1) Coast Guard Academy, 80; (2) M.I.T., 75½; (3) Dartmouth, 70, and (4) Harvard, 65½.

Another point of the indiscriminate removal of posters from boards by some Institute Committee members. In the United States, a person is innocent until proven guilty. Would it therefore not be possible to leave questionable posters where they are until the Institute Committee, at one of its sessions, has decided that this poster is "illegal"? Should not a representative of the activity sponsoring the poster be asked to state his case?

Letters

(Continued from Page 9)
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The newer, east pole will be replaced by a new steel one. If so, the painter noticed signs of decay. The older west pole will probably be replaced by a new steel one. It is still in good condition, its present coat of paint will be replaced with a blowtorch and a new one applied. It was built in 1918, its breather in 1927.
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